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if youre talking about metal slug and youre not talking
about metal slug, then youre talking about me. i love metal
slug. i love it so much i named my cat slug-fu. i love it so
much that, when my cat was a kitten, i named him after it. i
love it so much that i have an entire page on this site
dedicated to it. i love it so much that i have this site
dedicated to it. i love it so much that i enjoy writing about
it. i love it so much that i take that same love and put it into
writing. i love it so much that i wrote about it in an article. i
love it so much that, when i was a kid, i drew a comic about
it. i love it so much that i took all those comics, and drew a
series of comics about it. i love it so much that i took those
comics and wrote about them in a book. i love it so much
that, when i was a kid, i drew a comic about those comics in
a book. i love it so much that i bought a book about the
comics in a book. i love it so much that i wrote a book about
the book in a book. i love it so much that i wrote a book
about that book in a book. i love it so much that i have
written a book about that book in a book. i love it so much
that i wrote a book about that book about that book in a
book. i love it so much that i wrote a book about the book
about the book about that book in a book. i love it so much
that i wrote a book about the book about the book about
the book about that book in a book. i love it so much that i
wrote a book about the book about the book about the book
about the book about that book in a book.
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the game features two new features not previously seen in
the series. the first is the "duel weapon system" which

allows you to equip two different weapons for each
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character, which allows for more interesting moves as you
can switch between them while fighting. the second new

feature is "paladin mode" where you can play through the
game with one of the original character models but with

your own super-powered self. you can play in third-person
and the game also features some other new elements not

seen in previous metal slug titles. this game was also a
commercial success, and has gained a cult following due to
its gameplay and art direction. the gameplay in metal slugis
different than most shooter games of the time. instead of a

single-use turret or other attack item, players can select
from a variety of weapons at the start of each level. each

weapon has a default firing direction and range, but players
can modify them by pressing r2. the default weapon is

always the most powerful, but players can choose to switch
to a weaker weapon with the press of one button. the less-
powerful weapons don't offer as much firepower, but they
can be charged up to achieve the same effect. the more

powerful weapons can be charged up to a maximum of five,
and the more powerful they get, the more itll take to

achieve the same effect. players can also pick up extra
ammo, grenades, and weapons (except the exploding
cannon) by collecting the item from enemies. this also

applies to the weapon pickups youll be able to find
scattered on the ground in the game's stages. if you choose

to charge the weapon, youll see its power level increase.
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